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Abstract. Periodic D0L systems and languages are defined, and periodicity is shown fo be a 
decidable property of D0L systems. The fundamental tools used are recent results on th e representa- 
tion of stationary ~0-words (Head and Lando, 1986) and the decidability of ultimate periodicity 
of to-words (Harju and Linna, 1986; Pansiot, 1986). The relation of D0L periodicity to local 
catenativity and to n-codes is 'examined. 
[. Introduct ion 
A D0L system S = (.4, h, w) consists of a finite, nonempty set A, a morphism 
l: A*-> A*, and a non-null  word w in A*. The language L(S)  generated by S is 
he set {hi(w)[ i~>0}. A language L_  A* is a D0L language if there is a D0L system 
= (A, h, w) for which L = L (S) .  For each nonnegative integer i we let wi = h i (w) .  
in particular, Wo = h° (w)  = w. 
Although a D0L language L consists of words of A*, the present work demon- 
;trates the value of studying co-words, tile infinite sequences of symbols of .4, and 
o-languages, the sets of co-words. Any function h : A-> A* provides a function on 
he set A ~ of all co-words, h : A ~ --> A* u A% Explicit representation f the ~o-words 
hat are stationary relative to h was given by the present authors in [2]. Salomaa 
9] has discussed co-words that are generated by a D0L system (A, h, w) in which 
~(w) = wx for an x in A* that is not erased by any power of h. The iteration of h 
)n w then generates the co-word wxh(x)h2(x ) . . ,  hn(x)  . . . .  Pansiot [7], and Harju 
md Linna [1] have recently shown that it is decidable whether such an co-word is 
dtimately periodic, i.e., of the form uv ~= uvvv . . ,  for some u and v in A*. This 
'esult will be used in combination with the result on stationary co-words in studying 
t new class of D0L systems. 
)eflaition 1.1. A D0L system S = (A, h, w) is periodic if there exist nonnegative 
ntegers i, p, and e, with p and e positive, for which wi+p = wT. A language L is a 
)efiodic D0L language if there is a periodic D0L system for which L = L(S) .  Let 
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S= (A, h, w) be a periodic DOL system. By the index i(S) of S we mean the least 
nonnegative integer i for which there exist positive integers p and e such that 
wi+, = wT. The period p(S)  of  S is the least positive integer p for which there exists 
a positive integer e such that W~(s)+p = Wi~s). The exponent e(S) of  S is the least 
positive integer e for which Wi(S)+p(S  ) = we~(s)" (For W~(s) # 1 there is, of course, only 
one e for which W~(s)+p(s)= W~s).) 
Notice that the language generated by a D0L system S is finite if and only if S 
is periodic with exponent 1. The class of periodic D0L languages should be regarded 
as being only a slight generalization of the class of finite D0L languages. Once a 
D0L system is known to be periodic, its index, period, and exponent may be 
calculated by generating its words in succession and observing the first occurrence 
of a word that is a power of a previously occurring word. With the index, period, 
and exponent calculated, the structure of the language is reasonably transparent. 
If L is a periodic D0L language, then any D0L system which generates L must 
be periodic. When L is finite, any such D0L system has exponent 1, but elementary 
examples how that the index and period are not intrinsic properties. However, for 
infinite periodic D0L languages, exponent, period, and index are intrinsic properties. 
Proposition 1.2. Let L be an infinite, periodic D0L language. Let i be the number of 
words in the set I = { v in L I v c is not in L for any c> 1}, and let p be the number of 
words in the set P = { v in L] v ~ is in L for some c > 1, but no root of  v is in L}. Then, 
if S is any D0L system generating L, the index of  S is i, the period of  S is p, and the 
exponent of  S is the least positive integer e> 1 such that v e is in L for any v in P. 
Proof. Let S = (A, h, w) be a D0L system which generates L, and let i', p', and e' 
denote the index, period, and exponent of S. L = L(S) is a union of the subsets 
I '=  {Wo, w, , . . . ,  w,,-l}, P'= {w,,, wi,+l,. . . ,  wi'+f-1}, 
hP'(P')={(w,,)e',...,(w,,+f_,)e'}, h2p'(P')={(w,,)c~',...,(w,,+,,_,)e'e'}, 
h3p'(p ')= . . . .  
Since I '  consists of the words with no higher powers in L, I '  = I, and i' =/. 
We next show that, for every wj in P', (A, h, wj) has period no less than p' (and 
hence, equal to p'). Suppose the period is q, 0< q <p' ,  so that hq(wj) = w~ for some 
c> 1. Then hq(Wi+l,,) = (wi+,,) c or, in terms of w, hq(w7 ") = (w~') ~. But this implies 
that hq(w~) = w~, a contradiction of the minimality of p'. Thus, for any two words 
in P', one is not a power or a root of the other. Therefore, the words in P'  have 
higher powers, but not roots in L, and hence, P' = P and p'=p. 
Finally, since each wj in P has period p and exponent e', e'= e. [] 
The following concepts will be needed. For a word w in A*, its primitive root is 
the shortest word u such that w = u n for some n ~> 1. u is said to be a primitive 
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word and is un ique for a given w. From this uniqueness, it follows that, in a DOL 
system S = (A, h, w), if wi and wj are both powers of the same non-nul l  word and 
i <j ,  then wj = w~, for some c > O, and consequently, that S is periodic. To see this, 
assume that wi and wj are powers of a primitive word u: wi = u ~ and wj = u b. Let 
v be the primitive root of  hJ - i (u)  so that h J - l (u )=v c with c>O. Now,  v c~= 
hi-~(u) a = hJ - i (u  ") = hi- i(w~) = wj = u b. Since u and v are both primitive, it follows 
from v ~ = u b that u = v and ca = b. Thus, wj = u b = u "~ = w~. 
2. Effective procedures and decidability 
Let A be a finite set and let A* be the set of  all finite strings of  elements of  A, 
including the empty string 1. Let A °' be the set of  all infinite sequences of  elements 
of A. A function h:A--> A*  can be extended to A"' by defining, for each to-word 
s = a la2 . . ,  a , . . . ,  h (s )= h(a l )h (a2) . . ,  h (a , )  . . . .  An to-word s is a stat ionary to- 
word of  h if M(s)  = s for some positive p. The set S(h)  of all stationary to-words 
of h is called the stat ionary to- language of h. In [2], the structure of  stationary 
to-words is determined in terms of  two finite sets E and I as follows. A word u in 
A* is called mortal  if hP(u)= 1 for some p ~>0, and a symbol a in A is called 
left-recursive if there is a positive p such that M(a)  = uax with u mortal. A single 
integer r can be found such that, for any mortal u, h ' (u )= 1, and, for any left- 
recursive a, h ' (a )  = uax with u mortal. We then define 
E = {h ' (a )  Ia is in A, and h ' (a )  = uav with both u and v mortal}, 
I L  = {h ' (b ) [b  is in A, and h ' (b )  = ubx with u mortal and x not mortal}. 
Note that if w is in E, then L(A, h, w) is finite, and if w is in IL ,  then L(A, h, w) 
is infinite. For each w = h ' (b )  in I L ,  
h'(w) = h'(hr(b)) = h'(ubx) = ubxh"(x) = wh'(x), 
with h'(x) not mortal, and thus h" and w determine the co-word wh'(x)h2"(x) .... 
I is defined to be the set of all such to-words generated from the words w of IL. 
It is shown in [2] that S(h) = E"  u E*I. 
Lemma 2.1. Let  h : A*  --> A*  be a morphism and let v be a primit ive word in A* .  Then 
( A,  h, v) is periodic with index 0 i f  and  only i f  the ~o-word v "~ is stat ionary with respect 
toh.  
ProoL If (A, h, v) is periodic with index O, there exist positive integers p and e for 
which hP(v)  = v e. But then hP(v  c°) = (hP(v ) )  °' = ( re )  °' = V °', and thus v °" is stationary 
with respect o h. For the converse, suppose that hP(v  0") = (hP(v ) )  ' '  = V '° for some 
positive integer p. Then, for some positive m and n, hP(v)  m = v n ( fo r  example,  let 
m = [ v[ and n = [h p (V)[). Since v is primitive, hp (v) = v e for some e > O. Thus, (A, h, v) 
is periodic with index O. [] 
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As a result of Lemma 2.1, if v is a primitive word in A* such that S = (A, h, v) 
is periodic of index 0, then v °' is in E °" u E*I. Moreover, v °" is in E °" if and only 
if L(S) is finite, and v °" is in E* I  if and only if L(S) is infinite. This follows from 
the fact that each word in I contains a symbol b such that L(A, h, b) is infinite, 
while E contains no such words. There may be an infinite number of primitive 
words v such that L(A, h, v) is finite and (A, h, v) is periodic with index 0 (for 
example, if A = {a, b}, h(a)= a, and h(b)= b). However, that is not the case if 
L(A, h, v) is infinite. 
Proposition 2.2. Let h : A * -> A* be a morphism. The set V = { v in A ' Iv  is primitive, 
L( A, h, v) is infinite, and ( A, h, v) is periodic with index 0} contains only finitely many 
elements and these can be listed effectively. 
Proof. Let v be in V. Since (A, h, v) is periodic with index 0, v" is a stationary 
to-word of h. Since L(A, h, v) is infinite, v °' can be represented as a member of a 
computable set E ' I ,  where E is a finite subset of A*, all of whose words generate 
finite languages, and I is a finite subset of A °', consisting of the to-words obtained 
by iterating a power of h on certain words of A* [2]. Thus, v °" is of the form 
e~e2.., ekt, where k I> 0, each e~ is in E, and t is an to-word in I, and consequently, 
v must be of the form e~ . . .  ekt~, where t~ is a non-null, finite prefix of t. Then 
e l . . .  ekt= V °" = (e l . . .  ektl)(el . . .  ekt l ) . . . ,  
and therefore, t = ( t ie  I . . .  ek )  °°. Denoting tle~ . . .  ek by u, we note that el • . .  ekU = 
ve~ . . .  ek, i.e., u is a conjugate of v, and hence, that u is also primitive. However, 
I is a finite set and, for each t in I of the form u °', u has only a finite number of 
conjugates. Since each v in V corresponds to such a conjugate, the set V must be 
finite. 
The elements of V may be effectively listed by the following procedure. First, the 
elements of I and E can be determined as in [2]. Since each t in I is obtained by 
iterating the morphism h r on a word of A*, the result in [7] can be applied to 
decide if t is of the form u*' (the same decidability result is obtained in [1], using 
a special case of the theorem currently being proved.) For each t in I which is of 
the form u °', we may assume that u is primitive (if not, replace u by its primitive 
root), and thus, u is in V. Finally, for each such u and for each e in E, determine 
if e is a suffix of u. If  u = ule~ with el in E, then elu~ is also a member of V. Continue 
with ul: if u~ = u2e 2 with e2 in E, then e2elu 2is also in V. Since lu[ > lUll > [U2[ > " " " ,  
this process terminates for each u. [] 
Theorem 2.3. Periodicity is a decidable property of D0L systems. 
Proof. Let S = (A, h, w) be a D0L system. Decide whether L(S) is finite or infinite. 
If L(S) is finite, then S is periodic with exponent 1. We continue only if L(S) is 
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infinite. In this case, S is periodic if and only if L(S) contains a word wi such that 
(A, h, wi) is periodic with index 0 and exponent greater than 1. 
Following the method of Proposition 2.2, we construct a list v l , . . . ,  vn of all 
words in the set V = {v in A*[ v is primitive, L(A, h, v) is infinite, and (A, h, v) is 
periodic with index 0}. Let R be the regular language R = v* u • • • u v*. 
Since L(S)  is a D0L language it is also an E0L language. (See [8, p. 54] for the 
definition of an E0L language.) Since the class of E0L languages is closed under 
intersections with regular languages [8, p. 57], L(S)c~ R is also an E0L language. 
Apply an algorithm [8, pp. 102-3] for deciding whether L(S) c~ R is empty. Observe 
that S is periodic if and only if L(S)  n R is not empty. [] 
3. Relation to local catenativity 
Since periodic D0L systems correspond to a certain class of locally catenative 
D0L systems, Theorem 2.3 provides decidability for that class. Basic facts abbut 
locally catenative systems are given in [8, Chapter 1]. Briefly, a D0L system S = 
(A, h, w) is locally catenative if there exist positive integers j(1), j (2 ) , . . . ,  j(e), with 
e>0,  and k>~max{ j (1 ) , . . . , j (e )}  such that Wk=Wk_j(1)WI:_~(2)...Wk_j(e). The 
ordered e-tuple ( j (1) , . . .  j (e) )  is called the locally catenative formula, and we,will 
say that it is a constant formula if j(1) =j(2) . . . . .  j (e). Observe that for S, being 
locally catenative, with constant formula having value p, is equivalent o being 
periodic with period p: substituting i for k -p  in Wk = Wk-p... Wk--p = (Wk-p) ~ gives 
Wi+p = (Wi) ~, the condition for periodicity. 
Corollary 3.1. Local catenativity with a constant formula is a decidable property o f  
D0L systems. 
4. Relations to code concepts 
With Wilkinson [4, 5] and Thierrin [3], one of us has observed that each poly- 
nomially bounded D0L language that does not contain the null string must be either 
a prefix code or a suffix code. For each D0L language L that contains the null string, 
L-{1} is a code of bounded delay in each direction. This has led us to propose 
[3, 5] the problem of deciding which D0L systems generate codes. Note that a 
language L is a prefix (respectively, ~uffix, biprefix, infix, outfix) code if and only 
if each subset hat consists of two or fewer elements is a prefix (respectively, suffix, 
biprefix, infix, outfix) code. Thus, these restricted types of codes have a local 
character which is not shared by the general concept of a code. The relative success 
in relating local code concepts to D0L theory and the relative lack of success in 
relating the general concept of a code to D0L theory has suggested to Thierrin and 
ourselves the following sequence of localized versions of the general code concept; 
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Let n be a positive integer. A language L is an n-code if every subset of L that 
consists of n or fewer words is a code. 
Proposition 4.1. An infinite D0L language is a 2-code if and only if it is not periodic. 
Proof. Let S = (A, h, w) be an infinite D0L language. We will prove the equivalent 
statement: S is periodic if and only if S is not a 2-code. If S is periodic, then 
wi+p = we for some i~  > 0, p> 0, and e> 1. In this case, the set {wi, wi+p} is not a 
code. Conversely, if S is not a 2-code, then there are distinct non-null words w~ and 
wj, with i <j ,  which do not form a code. It follows [6, p. 7] that wi and wj are 
powers of a common string, and, as noted in the Introduction, this implies that S 
is periodic. [] 
Thus the Theorem 2.3 provides a 2-code decidability result for infinite D0L 
systems. For finite D0L systems, previous results apply. 
Corollary 4.2 (of Theorem 2.3). The property of  being a 2-code is decidable for D0L 
languages. 
5. Problems 
Problem 5.1. Is primitivity decidable for D0L languages? By a primitive language 
we will mean a language for which each string in the language is primitive. Note 
that the infinite, primitive D0L languages constitute a subclass of the class of infinite 
D0L languages which are 2-codes: a primitive D0L language contains no non-null 
string of the form u n, with n > 1, while an infinite D0L language that is a 2-code 
contains no pair u and u", with n > 1. 
Problem 5.2. Let n be an integer greater than 2. Is the property of being an n-code 
decidable for D0L languages? 
Problem 5.3. Are there interesting classes of D0L systems S for which there is an 
effective procedure for calculating a positive integer n (S) for which it is demonstrable 
that L(S) is a code if and only if L(S) is an n(S)-code? Does the class of all D0L 
systems have this property? 
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